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Quarterly Issues and Programs List
Programs Information

The following is a list of programs which WURV-FM, Richmond, Virginia, 
aired from 01 April  through 30 June 2020. These programs addressed issues 
that were determined to be of significant concern to the Richmond, Virginia 
community during the second quarter of 2020

Local News Stories - WURV-FM has locally-produced newscasts weekday 
mornings between 5:00 and 9:00. These newscasts are approximately 3 
minutes and cover pertinent topics for the day ranging from local schools and 
weather to national politics and health concerns.

Focus Richmond (six hours per quarter) – a twenty-five-minute talk show 
hosted by Local Midday Show Host from K95, Lori Kelly, and airing Sunday 
mornings at 0630.  The program focuses on local public affairs and 
community issues.

Viewpoints (six hours per quarter) – a thirty-minute issues program produced 
by Mediatracks airing Sunday mornings at 0600.

Public Service Announcements – announcements provided by not-for-profit 
groups, local charities, and the Ad Council aired at various times on all days 
of the week.

These programs focused on the following issues of importance to the local 
community:

A) Health
B) Travel
C) Business
D) Community Outreach
E) First Responders
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Quarterly Issues and Programs List
General Issues

The following is a sampling of our coverage of significant issues to which 
WURV-FM, Richmond, Virginia, responded from 01 April through 30 June 
2020, along with the most pertinent treatments of those issues.  

A. Health

Focus Richmond Synopsis of topic reported 4/12

Andres Alvarez, Deputy State Coordinator for Mission Support at the 
Virginia Department of Emergency Management, joins us to talk about the 
health of Virginia during the pandemic. Their message is that if we all unite 
together as one by staying informed, staying home and washing your 
hands, we can help stop the spread of COVID-19 in the commonwealth. 
Total  segment time 20 minutes.

Focus Richmond Synopsis of topic reported 5/10

Lynn Hughes from Comfort Zone Camp joins us to talk about mental 
healthcare opportunities for those dealing with loss during the coronavirus 
outbreak. Comfort Zone Camp is a Richmond-based bereavement camp 
that traditionally works with children who have experienced the death of a 
family member. They are holding two-hour virtual camp zoom sessions for 
senior-aged high schoolers and older.  Total  segment time 20 minutes.

Focus Richmond Synopsis of topic reported 6/28

Lisa Black from the American Academy of Pediatrics joins us to talk about 
the increase of backyard wading pools, in-ground pools and inflatable 
pools and the risks they pose for drowning during COVID-19. They 
recommend installing a four sided fence to keep children safe, because 
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70% of drownings for younger kids happen when it’s not swim time. 
Fencing is the number one way to prevent unsupervised access to 
swimming pools.  Total  segment time 20 minutes.

Viewpoints Synopsis of topic reported 4/5

 Overcoming Uncertainty in the midst of COVID-19: With many 
unknowns hanging above our heads during this global pandemic, it’s vital 
to stay present and positive. We discuss small steps you can take each 
day to find structure and the importance of looking at the long-term 
picture.    Total  segment time 8 minutes.

Viewpoints Synopsis of topic reported 4/26

The Slow Looming, Invisible Crisis of Climate Change: With billions 
across the world staying home right now due to coronavirus, air pollution 
in many major cities has cleared making way for blue skies and new views 
of nature. This week, Viewpoints speaks with journalist and author 
Thomas Kostigen about the role of geoengineering in tackling another 
approaching global crisis: climate change. Total  segment time 10 
minutes.

Viewpoints Synopsis of topic reported 5/3

To Eat or Not To Eat, The Processed Food Conundrum: Complex 
ingredients like maltodextrin and ferrous sulfate can seem scary, but are 
they actually bad for you in the long-term? We speak with chemist and 
author, George Zaidan about how food processing took hold in early 
human history and what to keep in mind when it comes to keeping a 
healthy diet.  Total  segment time 9 minutes.

Viewpoints Synopsis of topic reported 5/31

Losing a Part of Your Heart – Dealing with Loss: Losing someone you 
love – whether that’s a partner, friend or a part of your family – can be 
devastating. Is there a way to ‘correctly’ deal with the process of death 
and grieve after the person has passed? This week on Viewpoints. Total  
segment time 12 minutes.

B. Travel
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Focus Richmond Synopsis of topic reported 6/14

Cameron McPherson from the Richmond Region Tourism team joins us to 
talk about how Richmond tourism is competing with other markets of the 
same size. We discuss business travel, the presence of major companies 
in the region and how the U.S. Travel Association predicts Richmond and 
other markets like us will recover as leisure travel reignites following the 
pandemic. Total  segment time 20 minutes.

Focus Richmond Synopsis of topic reported 6/21

Leslie Blackwell from the Better Business Bureau talks about CDC 
recommendations for Summer travel. These recommendations include 
staying within the U.S. and doing “staycations” close to home. They 
recommend you avoid busy areas, keep 6 foot separation between you 
and others and wear a mask when appropriate. Total  segment time 20 
minutes.

C. Business

Focus Richmond Synopsis of topic reported 4/26

Leslie Blackwell from the Better Business Bureau walks us through 10 tips 
to stay cyber secure when working remotely. As a notable increase in 
hacking and phishing attempts is being noted by IT companies, it’s 
important for people to take precautions in their new work environments. 
Basic strategies like logging off after each use, changing passwords 
regularly and not accepting unsolicited support calls can save you 
headaches down the road. Total  segment time 20 minutes.

Focus Richmond Synopsis of topic reported 6/7

Todd Feldman from The Rocket Factory joins us to talk about 
SparkJam2020, an event that helps business owners in Virginia to pick up 
on knowledge to help them recover from the coronavirus pandemic. It will 
feature 25 speakers, live music and benefit the Virginia 30 fund. Topics 
include how the arts community is adjusting, how nonprofits can innovate 
and more.  Total  segment time 20 minutes.

Viewpoints Synopsis of topic reported 5/3
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An Essential Industry – Construction in the U.S.: In most states, 
construction is deemed an essential service during the COVID-19 
pandemic. With roadways fairly clear and schools temporarily closed, 
crews are getting to work while still adhering to social distancing rules. In 
effect, construction spending was up 4.7 percent in March 2020 compared 
to March 2019. Viewpoints speaks with two people working in the industry 
to get an inside view on growth and job opportunities as well as current 
challenges facing the sector. Total  segment time 11 minutes.

D. Community Outreach

Focus Richmond Synopsis of topic reported 4/5

Dorothy McAuliffe, Share Our Strength National Policy Advisor and 
Former First Lady of Virginia, joins us to talk about No Kid Hungry 
Virginia’s action plan related to COVID-19. With schools closed statewide, 
No Kid Hungry Virginia encourages families to text FOOD or COMIDA to 
877-877 to find free food distribution sites organized by school districts 
and other community organizations. All of Virginia’s 2,134 public schools 
are closed in response to the coronavirus, impacting nearly 1.3 million 
students. More than 450,000 kids in Virginia rely on the free and reduced-
price meals they receive at school. No Kid Hungry organizes the texting 
line and continues to update the service with new information. Families 
are also encouraged to visit their school division’s website for meal 
distribution details. Total  segment time 20 minutes.

Focus Richmond Synopsis of topic reported 4/19

Jason Konvicka joins us from Allen and Allen to talk about the Hometown 
Heroes project. To celebrate their 100th Anniversary in 2010, Allen & Allen 
recognized outstanding members of the communities they serve who 
embody and demonstrate the ideals of service and action that the firm was 
founded upon. Honoring these dedicated citizens was so fulfilling and 
uplifting for both the firm and community that it became an annual event. 
The firm is dedicating this years’ award to those people that are caring for 
our communities during these unprecedented times. Allen and Allen is 
currently accepting nominations for 2020 Hometown Heroes. Total  
segment time 20 minutes.

Focus Richmond Synopsis of topic reported 5/3
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Cristy Dalton from FeedMore joins us to talk about our partnership in the 
first virtual Feed Richmond Food Drive running all month long. By visiting 
our station webpage or FeedRichmond.org you can make a donation to 
help those in need. Feed More continues to distribute meals and 
backpacks every day to provide Central Virginia students and families with 
the food they need in this global health crisis. Total  segment time 20 
minutes.

Focus Richmond Synopsis of topic reported 5/17

Stephanie Shanks with Art for the Journey joins us to talk about the 
Postcard Project. Postcards help us stay connected when we’re not 
together. In this tender time, while we care for each other by staying apart, 
Art for the Journey invites our community (that’s you!) to connect and unite 
by creating bite-sized artwork from home, and sending it to us as a 
postcard!  About Art for the Journey - From young students to seniors, we 
have programs for everyone. Our programs, classes and events are 
designed to make participants feel calm and comfortable in creating art as 
individuals. We supply all of the art supplies needed for expression, but 
we also bring our empathy and work to make sure everyone is having a 
positive experience. Total  segment time 20 minutes.

Focus Richmond Synopsis of topic reported 5/23

Mark Smith from Midas of Richmond joins us to talk about the MoR Good 
Deeds Campaign. Midas believes in being active in our community and 
establishing relationships for community care. For the month of June, they 
are encouraging community members to do the same. By doing one good 
deed a day and sending them to Midas. For those that complete 30 days 
of good deeds, they’ll get a year’s worth of oil changes for free, simply for 
being a positive change agent in our community.  Total  segment time 20 
minutes.

Viewpoints Synopsis of topic reported 4/12

 Deploying School Meals to Those Who Need Them Most Right Now: 
On a typical day, the National School Lunch Program serves 20.2 million 
free lunches to students in need, according to the USDA. With sweeping 
school closures across the U.S. in response to the COVID-19 pandemic, 
millions of students are going hungry. Viewpoints discusses the new 
reality foodservice workers face and the balance between staying safe 
and serving meals. Total  segment time 12 minutes.
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E. First Responders

Viewpoints Synopsis of topic reported 6/14

The Murder of George Floyd: A Deeping Public Health Crisis: George 
Floyd was 46 years old when he was murdered on the street by ex-
Minneapolis police officer Derek Chauvin. The father of five moved to the 
Midwest city in 2014 where he worked driving a truck and providing 
security at a local restaurant. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, Floyd lost 
his security job. On May 25, Floyd was suspected of using a counterfeit 
$20 bill at a local store and officers were called to the scene. The question 
remains: how can a simple police call lead to the killing of an unarmed and 
unresisting man? For weeks, protests and outrage have spread across the 
U.S. and internationally as the killing of Floyd brings racial inequality and 
police brutality into focus once again. Even in the midst of a pandemic, 
people are showing up to say they’re fed up with the lack of equal justice, 
rights and opportunities for all. Total  segment time 12 minutes.
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Quarterly Issues and Programs List
Public Service Announcements

WURV-FM broadcasts traffic and weather reports for the Greater Richmond area 
each weekday morning and afternoon.

The following is a list of local non-profit and not-for-profit groups for which WURV-
FM, Richmond, Virginia, aired public service announcements from 01 April through 
30 June 2020.  WURV-FM also airs public service announcements for national non-
profit and not-for-profit groups.  

Local Charity PSA –American Heart Association, Virginia Department of 
Health, and YMCA :30 and :15 PSA

Feed Richmond – Raised over 80,000 meals for FeedMore Food Pantry 
through local campaign on station.

Summit Media Cares – Ran free :30 PSAs for over 300 local businesses 
who signed up as part of community outreach during the pandemic.

Virginia Association of Broadcasters PSA –Suicide Prevention :30 PSA, 
Liberty University :30 PSAs

Various Ad Council-Provided PSAs – (subjects included: ADHD 
Awareness, Veterans Affairs, Mental Health, CDC – Coronavirus, Susan G. 
Komen and more) 30-second spots.

Prepared by:

Logan Nardo
Production Director
Summit Media Corporation Richmond
(804) 201-1489
logan.nardo@summitmediacorp.com


